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LEGAL NOTICE DISCLAIMER

This document and the contents of all materials available from this document (the “Content”) are subject to
copyright (including patent protection) by SILVAIR, unless otherwise indicated. Copyright is not claimed as to any
part of the intellectual property owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Product names and markings noted herein may be
trademarks of their respective owners. Accordingly, the Content may not be republished in any way without the
prior written consent of SILVAIR. In doing so, you may not remove or alter, or cause to be removed or altered, any
copyright, trademark, trade name, service mark, or any other proprietary notice or legend appearing on any of
the Content. Modification or use of the Content except as expressly provided herein violates SILVAIR’s
intellectual property rights. Neither title nor intellectual property rights are transferred to you by access to this
document.

The information provided in this document is provided “AS-IS” and SILVAIR specifically disclaims any and all
express, implied or statutory warranties, including the implied warranties of fitness for a particular purpose, and
of merchantability and against infringement. No person is authorized to make any warranty or representation on
behalf of SILVAIR concerning the performance of the described services or information. The user of the
document assumes all responsibility and liability for proper and safe handling of the goods and services. Further,
the user indemnifies SILVAIR from all claims arising from the handling or use of the goods and services. It is the
user’s responsibility to take any and all appropriate precautions with regard to electrostatic discharge and any
other technical or legal concerns. Users handling electrostatic discharge installation must have appropriate
electronics training and observe good standards of engineering practice. Except as expressly indicated in writing,
SILVAIR services are not designed for use in medical, life-saving, or life-sustaining applications or for any other
application in which the failure of the SILVAIR service could result in personal injury or death. The information
contained in this document may not be used contrary to applicable law or any purpose other than specified in the
document i.e. for a lighting control solution.

Unless otherwise specified in the writing, to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law. SILVAIR SHALL
NOT BE RESPONSIBLE OR LIABLE TO ANYBODY FOR ANY DIRECT or INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL,
PUNITIVE, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, LOSS OF REVENUES, LOSS
OF PROFITS OR LOSS OR INACCURACY OF DATA, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES, OR INCURRED IN USING THIS DOCUMENT OR SILVAIR’S SERVICES AND/OR PRODUCTS.
SILVAIR’S CUMULATIVE LIABILITY FOR ANY AND ALL DAMAGES IS LIMITED TO THE AMOUNTS PAID TO
SILVAIR BY THE USER IN THE LAST 12 (TWELVE) MONTHS FOR THE PARTICULAR PRODUCTS AND/OR
SERVICES WITH RESPECT TO WHICH A CLAIM IS MADE. SILVAIR HAS AGREED WITH THE USER THAT
THESE LIMITATIONS WILL SURVIVE AND APPLY EVEN IF ANY LIMITED REMEDY SPECIFIED IN THIS
AGREEMENT IS FOUND TO HAVE FAILED OF ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE.

The parameters provided in this document may vary over time. All operating parameters, including typical
parameters, must be validated by each customer’s technical experts.

Except as expressly indicated in writing, no license, express or implied, to any intellectual property rights is
granted by this document or by any conduct of SILVAIR.

The document and information provided in this document is proprietary to SILVAIR, and unless otherwise
indicated in writing, SILVAIR reserves the right to make any changes to the information in this document or to any
products and services at any time without notice.

The document as well as the rights and obligations of SILVAIR and of the user of the documentation and/or
SILVAIR’S services hereunder shall be governed by Polish regulations. The user of the document and SILVAIR
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agree to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of, and venue in, the courts of Krakow, in any dispute arising out of or
relating to this agreement. The application of the “United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International
Sale of Goods” is hereby excluded. All required or permitted notices to Silvair under this document will be made
in writing, make reference to this document, and be delivered by hand, or dispatched by prepaid air courier or by
registered or certified airmail, postage prepaid, addressed as follows:

SILVAIR Sp. z o.o.
ul. Jasnogórska 44
31-358 Kraków
Poland
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1. Introduction

To work properly, a Bluetooth mesh-based lighting system requires all nodes within that network to be able to

communicate with each other. This is why understanding Bluetooth mesh network principles is necessary for

effective network optimization.

1.1 Bluetooth mesh network

A qualified Bluetooth mesh network consists of devices communicating with each other using the official

Bluetooth SIG mesh protocol - a communication protocol designed specifically for large, commercial networks,

and officially adopted by Bluetooth SIG. The Bluetooth mesh standard allows any device running qualified

Bluetooth mesh software, such as a switch, luminaire, or sensor, to function as a node in the network.

Bluetooth mesh network characteristics:

● Nodes communicate via radio (BLE).

● Nodes share the same address space.

● Nodes use the publish-subscribe paradigm.

● Nodes communicate using managed flooding (i.e. there is no routing).

● Node messages have a specific Time To Live (TTL) by default set to 8.

NOTE: For a detailed description of Bluetooth mesh networks, see Bluetooth Mesh Networking.

1.2 Node mesh functions

A node can perform different functions in the network. It can be configured to forward messages to other nodes

(act as a relay), enable a mobile device to communicate with the Bluetooth mesh network (act as a proxy), or

enable the use of an EnOcean switch (act as an EnOcean adapter).

NOTE: To ensure optimal performance, it is strongly recommended to have no more than one mesh network

function (i.e. relay, static proxy, or EnOcean adapter) enabled on any one mesh device at a time.

1.2.1 Relay

Relay nodes in a Bluetooth mesh network forward the messages they receive to other nodes. The relay function

serves two main purposes:

1. It extends the range of a network by forwarding messages to nodes that are not in direct radio range of

the original sender.

2. In a dense network layout (where a lot of nodes are close to each other) relay nodes act as repeaters,

increasing the message delivery rate.

NOTE: During the commissioning process, the Silvair commissioning tools automatically enable approximately

10% of the nodes as relays. The commissioning tools allocate random nodes to be relays and do not consider

where the nodes are located in the network. For this reason, in some cases, manual adjustment by the installer

may be necessary in order to achieve proper coverage.

For relay node placement examples, see Network layout examples.
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1.2.2 Proxy

Proxy (mobile device proxy) nodes allow mobile devices running the Silvair mobile app to connect to the mesh

network and to configure nodes. The proxy node transmits messages from the mobile app to the mesh network.

Depending on the Silvair firmware in the device and the project version in Silvair platform, we distinguish two

types of proxy nodes:

1. Auto proxy (requires Silvair firmware version 2.17 or later, and project version 202005 or later)

2. Static proxy

1.2.2.1 Auto proxy

Auto proxy allows nodes to automatically become a proxy on demand whenever the Silvair mobile app is around

and is requesting a connection to the mesh network. The auto proxy function is automatically configured and

handled in the background by the mobile app and nodes.

As the auto proxy function is enabled in all nodes by default, it can be combined with the relay or EnOcean

adapter functions.

NOTE: The auto proxy function is available in devices with Silvair firmware version 2.17 or later, and Silvair

platform projects from version 202005. To use this function in projects that have already been commissioned but

do not meet the requirements, an update of the project in the web app , a firmware update, and recommissioning

are required.

1.2.2.2 Static proxy

Devices and projects that do not support the auto proxy function use static proxy.

The static proxy nodes constantly operate as proxy devices in order to allow the Silvair mobile app that is within

range to communicate with the mesh network.

Static proxy considerations:

● One proxy device can support only one mobile device (iPad / iPhone) connection at a time.

If you need to use 2 mobile devices simultaneously, there have to be at least two nodes with static proxy

enabled in the mesh network, each within range of the mobile device.

● To maintain the mesh network, at least one device in the network must be configured as a proxy.

Without a proxy device in the network the mobile app will not be able to connect to the network and

manage devices. For this reason, if there is only one proxy device in the network the mobile app will not

allow it to be removed or disabled until the proxy has been enabled in another device.

● Although it is not recommended, static proxy configuration can be set manually (enabled or disabled in

selected devices, provided there is always at least 1 proxy in the network).

● Do not enable the static proxy and relay or EnOcean functions in the same node.

In the above situation, after switching on the EnOcean switch, the node that has the proxy and relay

enabled will respond instantly, while other nodes will respond with a 1s  delay.

NOTE: Static proxy can be used only when the auto proxy function is not supported.
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1.2.3 EnOcean adapter

To allow an EnOcean switch to manually control a Bluetooth mesh lighting system, a node needs to be configured

as an EnOcean adapter.

EnOcean adapter considerations:

● We recommend that more than one EnOcean adapter is enabled for each switch to mitigate the risk of a

single point of failure (i.e. if the device acting as the EnOcean adapter fails). However, please remember

that increasing the number of EnOcean adapters increases the network traffic coming from the switch,

which may affect the quality of the mesh network.

● An EnOcean switch can  control one or more zones simultaneously by being registered with multiple

EnOcean adapters or by registering one EnOcean adapter and zone linking.

● Do not enable the EnOcean adapter and relay or static proxy functions in the same node.

● For more information, see SN-203 EnOcean Switch.
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2. Mesh network considerations

Every project is different and every project should be treated individually, but there are some practices that

should be helpful when working with any project. This chapter focuses on emphasizing the most crucial aspects

that are the cornerstone of any successful Bluetooth mesh-based lighting system.

2.1 Project specification and design

Planning phase is the foundation of any project. If the foundation is not solid, the project might require additional

money, resources, time, and might not fulfill its original purpose. That is why we recommend looking at the

lighting system not only as a source of lighting, but as an interconnected network. Also, certain information, like

cryptographic data, needs to be shared across the whole network for proper functioning. Neglecting this may

lead to deterioration of basic network functions, and over time, lead to disruption of lighting and issues with

adding, removing, or replacing devices.

IMPORTANT: When planning a project, ensure that Area-to-Area communication is available. If an Area would be

separated from other Areas, create an additional project dedicated only for that Area instead.

2.1.1 Device range

When planning any system that is based on wireless communication, device radio range and proper device

placement are the key factors. That is why the first step is to establish the range of devices you want to use.

Keep in mind that there are several factors that can impair the device range as described by the manufacturer,

such as:

● Luminaire casings

● Obstacles between the devices

● Sources of radio interference

NOTE: Some obstacles are not obvious, but can be impactful. For example, leaves growing on trees can

deteriorate or in some situations even block communication between devices. This seems obvious, but when you

are commissioning a project in winter this might be omitted.

The easiest way to test the luminaries is by using the Silvair mobile app. Just move away from the device and

verify from what distance you can still see it in the Add device view in the mobile app. Then, verify if two devices

can communicate with each other from that distance. Set one device as a relay and try controlling the other

device that is out of range of the mobile app.

To ensure device connectivity, it is a good practice to add a range buffer. So if the devices have a tested range of

11 meters, use a 10 meter range in your planning.
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2.1.2 Device placement

Another important thing is the correct placement of your devices. See Network Layout Examples to understand

how different layouts can impact network communication.

The common aspect of every layout is that the nodes need to be able to communicate with each other. For this

reason, the second step is to plan a network in a way that each device is in range of at least 2 other devices. This

is necessary for proper communication and a fail-safe in case a device would stop functioning properly.

2.2 Implementation

In this phase we are putting our plan into action. While installing devices, focus on things that can limit the range

of our devices, such as:

● Materials between devices - luminaire housing, boxes, even walls themself

To ensure proper connectivity, it is important to verify that each device is in range of at least 2 other

devices.

● Device orientation

If the device’s built-in antenna is facing the ceiling or other radio barrier its range can be severely

impaired.

● Incorrect placement of external antennas

If a device has an external antenna, be sure to install it according to manufacturer's guidelines.

During the commissioning process, the mesh network is configured automatically, irrespective of the node layout

within the network. The algorithm running in the background sets approximately 10% of all devices added to the

project as relays.

NOTE: To confirm that devices in the mesh network are communicating properly after commissioning, we highly

recommend to perform the mesh quality test. If needed, manually reconfigure the relay node placement and

perform the test again. If the issue persists, make sure that the project’s range assumptions for your devices are

correct.

In projects supporting the auto proxy feature (projects later than version 202005) all devices supporting it (i.e.

with Silvair firmware version 2.17 or later) can act as a proxy node on demand when prompted by the Silvair

mobile app (i.e. auto proxy). Otherwise, static proxy nodes are configured during commissioning.
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2.3 Maintenance

Even if the project is working well with its initial setup, it should be monitored, because the network performance

can be impacted after commissioning by:

● Big network traffic

Network traffic is not constant and can vary depending on factors like frequent ALS and PIR sensor

readings, radio noise (e.g., generated by wi-fi networks), or device malfunction.

● Devices with assigned mesh functions might break down or be replaced during maintenance

When devices configured as a relay, static proxy, or EnOcean adapter stop working, system functionality

can be impaired. Luminaires might stop reacting or behave erratically, a switch might no longer control

the lighting, or a mobile app can have issues while connecting to the mesh network.

● Other unexpected events

Even human presence, electronic devices, office rearrangements, adding new furniture, changing location

of internet access points can have an impact on the system.

IMPORTANT: After changing any devices in the system, especially after expanding the network, we recommend

performing the mesh quality test.
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2.4 Network layout examples

This section presents examples of different network layouts highlighting relay nodes.

2.4.1 Grid network layout (dense)

Fig. 1. Example of relay node placement  in a dense, grid network layout

General considerations:

● Node radio range is much greater than the distance between nodes.

● There is no deterioration of radio signal.

● The majority of nodes are in direct radio range of each other.

Conclusions:

● Using only a few nodes as relays is sufficient (under 10%).

● In this network layout, having more relays could severely impair communication as all relays forward

received messages. Too many relays would result in communication clutter.
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2.4.2 Grid network layout (sparse)

Fig. 2. Example of relay node placement  in a sparse, grid network layout

General considerations:

● No deterioration of radio signal.

● Not many nodes are in direct radio range of each other.

Conclusions:

● Many nodes need to be manually enabled as relays as the 10% set automatically would not provide

sufficient coverage.

NOTE: To properly set relays, it is important to know the radio range of the devices, as in certain

scenarios, almost all of them may need to be set up as relays to provide proper network connectivity.

● In this network layout, many relay nodes are required to ensure communication between the furthest

points of the network.
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2.4.3 Line network layout (dense)

Fig. 3. Example of relay node placement in a dense, line network layout

General considerations:

● Node radio range is greater than the distance between nodes.

● No deterioration of the radio signal.

● The majority of nodes are in direct radio range of each other.

Conclusions:

● Using only a few nodes as relays is sufficient.

● In this network layout, having more relays could severely impair communication as all relays forward

received messages. Too many relays would result in communication clutter.
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2.4.4 Line network layout (sparse)

Fig. 4. Example of relay node placement in a sparse, line network layout

General considerations:

● No deterioration of radio signal.

● Not many nodes are in direct radio range of each other.

Conclusions:

● Many nodes need to be manually enabled as relays as the 10% set automatically would not provide

sufficient coverage.

NOTE: To properly set relays, it is important to know the radio range of the devices, as in certain

scenarios, almost all of them may need to be set up as relays to provide proper network connectivity.

● In this network layout, many relay nodes are required to ensure communication between the furthest

points of the network.

2.4.5 Relay node placement with obstacles

When there are no obstacles and the omnidirectional antenna is properly mounted, the radio signal of the relay

node has the same range in every direction. That is why in Figure 5 two relays are sufficient to cover the whole

network.

However, when an obstacle separates the relays (in this example the elevator shaft acts as a barrier to the radio

signal), two relays would be insufficient to cover the whole network. As it is impossible to communicate through

the obstacle, additional nodes were enabled as relays to get around the elevators and allow communication

throughout the network.
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Fig. 5. Example of relay node range with and without obstacles
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3. Mesh quality test

The mesh quality test allows users to check the node availability and mesh quality within an Area.

The test is performed using the Silvair mobile app from where it is currently connected to the network. If the test

is performed from a different part of the network, test results might differ.

The proxy node that is the closest or has the strongest signal is selected within the mobile app's radio range to

send a ping message to all the nodes in that Area (if a node does not respond to the first ping message, four

additional attempts are executed). Once the test is performed, the proxy zone is highlighted on the test result

screen (see Zone 1 in Figure 7) and in the device list, the proxy device is labeled PROXY.

NOTE: To perform the mesh quality test there must be at least one device added in the tested Area.

When selecting the mesh quality test screen all zones are displayed with a white background to indicate that the

test is not yet performed. Zones with relay nodes are marked with an “R” and rest of the zones are marked with a

“-” symbol.
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Fig. 6. Example of the mesh quality test result

After completing or canceling the test, results are presented on the Area floor plan using the following color

coding:

● If all the nodes in a zone reply with a pong message, the zone is displayed with a green background to

indicate good connection.

● If even one node in a zone does not reply with a pong message, the zone is displayed with a red

background to indicate potential connection problems.

● If a zone is displayed with a white background after performing the test, it means that there are no

commissioned devices in that zone. Those zones do not impact the test result.

NOTE: The results of the last mesh quality tests for each area can be found in the commissioning report

available in the Silvair web app.
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We recommend testing the mesh network quality in your Area in the following situations:

● After commissioning the zone(s).

● After making changes (e.g., adding, removing, changing node mesh functions) in any zone.

● After discovering some unexpected lighting behavior in your zones (e.g., the luminaries do not turn on in a

linked zone).

● After implementing changes that may affect the radio propagation environment in the commissioned

zones and adversely affect mesh network performance.

3.1 Performing the mesh quality test

To perform the Mesh quality test a mobile device with the Silvair mobile app needs to be within range of a proxy

node.

1. Open the Silvair mobile app, and go to the projects list.

2. Select the project you want to test.

3. From the top menu , tap Mesh quality.

4. Tap START TEST.

A ping message is sent to all commissioned nodes within the Area with Time To Live (TTL) set to 8 hops.

5. (optional) To see the test results per device within a zone, tap that zone.

6. (optional) To identify a specific device, tap next to the device name.

NOTE: The test results may differ within the same network depending on the node that is used as a proxy.

To ensure thorough test results, we recommend performing the mesh quality test on every Area from at least two

locations.
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4. Manual mesh network configuration

To perform any operations on the mesh network, a mobile device with the Silvair mobile app needs to be within

range of a proxy node.

Fig. 7. Example of a device in the DEVICES tab

NOTE: After reconfiguring any network settings, it is highly recommended to perform the mesh quality test and

check the lighting behavior in the selected zones, using the lighting control from the Test tab.

4.1 Configuration best practices

To maintain efficient performance of a mesh network, we recommend you adopt the following best practices:

1. Do not set up more than 10% of your nodes as relays in dense, grid network layouts.

Doing so causes a huge increase in the mesh network traffic that slows down and severely degrades the

overall performance of the mesh network.

NOTE: In sparse layouts (e.g., outdoor projects) the layout might require more than 10% of nodes to be set

up as relays.

2. If your project does not support the auto proxy function, do not set up more than one function (static

proxy, relay, EnOcean adapter) on any one device as it may significantly reduce performance of that

device.

3. If possible, position relay nodes evenly across the network.

4. If issues such as erratic, uneven, or delayed lighting control arises within the mesh network, see Mesh

Network Troubleshooting.
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4.2 When to add or remove relay nodes

If any of the following situations occur, consider enabling or disabling the relay function in nodes or verify the

placement of relay nodes in the installation:

● If the lighting control behaves in an erratic, uneven or delayed manner.

● If the zone is large, and/or nodes are placed far apart.

If a distant node or group of nodes is exhibiting erratic behavior, try enabling nodes adjacent to it as

relays.

When configuring a relay node, consider the following variables:

● Node placement

● Network layout

● Node radio range

● Potential sources of radio interference:

○ The type of materials in between nodes.

Some materials used in walls, doors, and even luminaire casing should be taken into consideration,

as they might impact the radio signal strength. For example, fire doors can act as a radio signal

barrier.

○ Additional sources of radio waves.

Devices like routers, microwaves, and even cellphones can create radio interference.

4.3 Enabling or disabling the relay function on a node

1. From the Silvair mobile app, go to the DEVICES tab.

2. Select the device on which you want to enable the relay function.

3. To toggle the relay function, tap the Relay slider.

When the slider is positioned on the left, the function is disabled.

When the slider is positioned on the right, the function is enabled.

4.4 Enabling or disabling the static proxy function on a node

NOTE: The static proxy function is available only in projects that do not support the auto proxy function.

1. From the Silvair mobile app, go to the DEVICES tab.

2. Select the device on which you want to enable the relay function.

3. To toggle the static proxy function, tap the Static Proxy slider.

When the slider is positioned on the left, the function is disabled.

When the slider is positioned on the right, the function is enabled.
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4.5 Mesh network troubleshooting

If the mesh quality test marks any zones as red, perform the following troubleshooting steps:

1. Determine your network type.

The network type directly affects the number of relays that are necessary for proper mesh network

performance.  For detailed information, see Network Layout Examples.

2. Ensure that the nodes are mounted correctly.

It is important that nodes are installed in a way that does not obstruct their antennas.

3. Determine potential sources of radio interference.

Check if there are no obstacles preventing node-to-node communication, or other sources of radio

interference.

4. Enable additional relay nodes on the edge of neighboring green zones.

Add new relays in zones that are working correctly to create a communication bridge.

5. Repeat the mesh quality test.

If the result improved, leave the relay nodes enabled.

If the result did not improve, disable the newly created relay nodes and enable them on different nodes.

IMPORTANT: Increasing the number of relays can cause deterioration of the performance of the

network.

6. If the mesh network issue persists, from the top menu in the mobile app , select Send logs and obtain

the logs using one of the available options.

7. Send a detailed description of the issue along with the logs to support@silvair.com.
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5. Document revisions

Revision Date Editor Changes

6.7 25 October 2022 GM Added that the results of the mesh quality tests are available in the

commissioning report.

6.6 21 June 2022 GM Corrected the number of retries during the mesh quality test. Included

that results are now shown also after canceling the test.

6.5 12 August 2021 PS, ZZ Updated the document subtitle to Considerations for Designing,

Implementing, and Maintaining Mesh Networks, rearranged the document

structure, and added the Mesh Network Considerations section along

with small changes.

6.4 14 June 2021 PH, ZZ Made a general update of the document and added the following

sections:

● Bluetooth Mesh Network

● Examples of Relay Node Placement

● Mesh Network Troubleshooting

6.3 27 May 2021 LR, ZZ Added the Document Revisions section and made corrections

regarding mesh node functions (EnOcean adapter, proxy, relay).
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Contact information

Support:

Business development:

For more information please visit:

support@silvair.com

business@silvair.com

www.silvair.com

Our offices:

Europe

ul. Jasnogórska 44

31-358, Kraków

POLAND

North America

717 Market Street, Suite 100

San Francisco, CA 94103

USA
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